VIKING GONG TARGETS (U.S. PATENT NO. D758,524) HAVE BECOME SOME OF THE HOTTEST SELLING GONG TARGETS ON THE MARKET. OUR PATENTED AND SIMPLE INSTALLATION OF THE GONG SYSTEM MEANS YOU HAVE MORE TIME FOR SHOOTING. ALL OF OUR VGS AND VGK SERIES TARGETS FEATURE 3/8” AR/NM500 STEEL THAT CAN WITHSTAND 30 CALIBER AND SMALLER BULLETS. THESE TARGETS BREAK DOWN INTO 3 MANAGEABLE PIECES AND SETUP TAKES SECONDS IN THE FIELD. EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO START SHOOTING IS IN THE BOX—WE SUPPLY THE STAND, GONG TARGET, AND ALL NECESSARY HARDWARE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. TRY OUT ONE OF OUR AFFORDABLE, DURABLE, AND FUN VIKING GONG TARGETS.

ONE GONG SERIES
VKS-VGS001 6” GONG TARGET - STEEL STAND
VKS-VGS002 8” GONG TARGET - STEEL STAND
VKS-VGS003 10” GONG TARGET - STEEL STAND
  ▪ Includes steel target stand, 1 gong, chains, and all necessary hardware

TWO GONG SERIES
VKS-VGS108 8” AND 10” GONGS
  ▪ Includes 1 steel target stand, 2 gongs, chains, and all necessary hardware

TWO STAND
TWO GONG SERIES
VKS-VGT810 8” AND 10” GONG TARGET SET
  ▪ Includes 2 steel target stands, 2 gongs, chains, and all necessary hardware

NEW ADJUSTABLE TARGET STAND
VKS-VGK004
The NEW Viking Adjustable Target Stand is a simple but effective leg stand set that will allow you to set your targets at heights of 41”, 49”, or 58” (exact heights will vary slightly due to terrain variations). This do-it-all target stand setup lets you hang gongs, silhouette targets, archery bag targets, or whatever your target preference happens to be. You can leave off the extension leg for lowest setting or install it if you like your targets higher - the user supplied 2x4 lumber crossbar is locked-in with our welded capture system and the powder-coated frame pieces will last for years. With this system, you don’t have to go and get any leg components with this system, all you supply is the 2x4 and targets.
  ▪ Adjusts from 41” up to 58” tall (does not include 2x4 or gongs)
  ▪ Powder-coated steel frame for years of use
  ▪ You supply 2x4 for hanging your favorite gongs, silhouette, or archery targets
  ▪ Pre-punched holes for target height adjustment - simple one-time assembly
  ▪ Field setup time of under one minute, can be used on varying terrain
  ▪ Ground stakes included

U.S. Patent No. D770,004

STAND TARGETS

TWO GONGS, ONE LEG KIT
VKS-VGK002 6” AND 10” 2X4 GONG TARGET
The Viking VGK series of AR/NM500 Gong Targets are extremely popular. You supply any length 2x4 you prefer—we supply everything else. This setup gives you the flexibility to space your targets on the board as you like—and any errant shot into the lumber is an easy fix. The 3/8” plate provides a satisfying sight and sound with each and every hit. No more resetting—shoot as long as the ammo lasts.
  ▪ Includes 2 gongs, leg stands, chains, and all hardware (user supplied 2x4)
U.S. Patent No. D770,004
The Viking Pistol Target is the answer to your pistol shooting target needs. Our material selection provides you with a durable dual target set that resets with every shot. The wide-stance base ensures that there is no tip-over and the target plates are designed to handle pistols from 45 caliber and down. The unique offset design allows the targets to swing and reset quickly—or you can simply shoot the opposite side target. If you enjoy shooting pistols, this is the target for you.

- Two targets, complete stand, and all hardware included

The new Viking Dual Spinner Target System has a unique spinning design setup you can shoot for hours. It’s wide-stance base prevents tip-overs and can be used on a variety of terrains.

- AR500 steel for durability
- Designed for rimfire rifles and pistols
- Dual spinners allow for shooting one side and then the other
- Base is designed to eliminate tip-overs
- Plates are 2” and 4” diameter
- Frame is powder coated for durability

The new Viking Rifle Spinner Target is a super tough new addition to the Viking target line. This 6” and 10” hexagonal plate target will handle almost anything you can throw at it—3/8” AR500 steel plates are tested tough for 30 caliber and smaller (100 yards or <3000 FPS). The frames and the target hanger system are powder-coated for maximum durability, and this setup breaks down into 3 easy to carry pieces (gong plate piece is heavy, approximately 19-lbs).

- 3/8” AR500 steel plates - 6” and 10” hexagons
- Super simple setup - under one minute
- Audible ding when hit plus visual from plates swinging
- Patented leg stand system
- 30 caliber and smaller at 100 yards

The new Viking 100 Proof Gong Hangers are your answer to broken chains on your gong target setup. You get 4 of our gong hangers and all the necessary hardware in the box. We experimented with different materials and various thicknesses, etc. to provide super long life hangers.

- 4 (Four) - 16” long Viking 100 Proof Gong Hangers and necessary hardware in each box
- 2 year warranty with proper installation (hangers mounted on back side of gongs and gong support)
- Tested with various calibers and distances - material is self-healing
- Simple replacement of chains usually takes less than 10 minutes/set
- You still get the audible on gong strike - minimizes and/or eliminates gong “flip over”
- Incredibly durable

USA made gong plates for years of shooting enjoyment. These plates are cut from certified AR/NM500 steel, bead blasted and primed to make sure you get the highest quality gongs. Please follow industry safe practices with the use of any steel target and always wear ear and eye protection. The 12” and 16” models are 1/2” thick plate and the 6, 8, and 10” gongs are 3/8” thick plates. All products are backed by our customer service guarantee so you are satisfied. If you have never shot steel gongs, you don’t know the fun you are missing.

- 6”, 8”, 10” are 3/8” plate
- 12” and 16” are 1/2” plate
- 12” and 16” are great for club and magnum caliber use
- 3/8” gongs for rounds up to 3500 FPE (at the target)
- 1/2” magnum gongs for rounds up to 4500 FPE (at the target)
TARGET STANDS

FULL SIZE

IPSC AR500 TARGET WITH STAND

VKS-VIT001

The Viking Full-Size IPSC target and stand is designed for your full tactical gear. The plate is 3/8” which will take 30 caliber and under rifle loads at a minimum distance of 100 yards, and can also be used for pistol shooting training at 20 yards minimum. The target hanging system is simple, slide the target plate into the brackets (welded on the crossbar) and you’re ready to shoot. Our patented leg system is also simple, pieces slip-fit together for setup that takes seconds instead of minutes.

All parts are powder coated steel for long life.

- Full size AR/NM500 steel target with our patented field stand sets up in seconds
- Target is 3/8” plate rated for 100 yards or more with 30 caliber and under rifles
- Use with pistols at 20 yards or more

CONVERTIBLE

PAPER TARGET HOLDER

VKS-VPT001

Viking’s Convertible Paper Target Holder is a multi-purpose target holder. We supply the stand, the paper target supports, and clips for holding your favorite target (supports are 19” long). You can set a target above and below the stand crossbars, plus use the stand setup to hold a gong after sight in. One minute field assembly.

- Includes stand, supports and all hardware for 2 paper targets (paper targets not included)
- 2 paper target holders
- Use it for sight-in, use it for gongs

U.S. Patent No. D758,524
THE RACK JACK II

**BIG GAME FIELD-DRESS ASSISTANT**

**VKS-VRJ201**

The Rack Jack II is a hitch mounted hoist that swivels a full 360 degrees to allow you to load game animals up to 300-lb with a simple 3 piece attachment and installation!

Since we designed the boom/winch piece as one unit, there is no cable threading or alignment of holes and pins – we use a bracket and slot design that is fast and foolproof.

The Rack Jack features machined pulleys and a high strength hook for attaching your favorite gambrel. We also make an accessory ground stand, so when you get your trophy home you can use the same vertical column piece and boom/winch piece to use in your garage or back yard.

- 300-lb weight capacity
- Quick installation in the field
- Machined pulleys for long life and no-bind cranking
- Total weight of 42-lbs
- 360-degree rotation of game for easy loading
- Only assembly is attachment of winch, one bolt/nut, and pulleys
- Optional ground stand* allows use anywhere

THE RACK JACK MAGNUM

**BIG GAME FIELD-DRESS ASSISTANT**

**VKS-VMH001**

The Rack Jack Magnum is a hitch mounted hoist that swivels a full 360 degrees to allow you to load game animals up to 650-lb with a simple 3 piece attachment and installation.

Attach the 2 outriggers and vertical piece to your receiver part for easy setup and you’re ready to hoist. We designed the boom/winch piece as one unit so there is no cable threading or alignment of holes and pins – using a bracket and slot design that is fast and foolproof.

We provide a high strength hook for attaching your favorite gambrel and the Rack Jack Magnum mounts in a standard 2” rear hitch receiver.

- Offset outrigger design gives you extra stability and lifting capacity
- Total set up time of less than 2 minutes
- Rack Jack Magnum weighs 59-lbs with a 650-lb weight capacity
- Bearing plate allows game to be swiveled and loaded into truck bed
- Engineered for years of trouble free use

THE STACK RACK II

**HITCH MOUNTED HAULING SOLUTION**

**VKS-VSR201**

The Stack Rack is an innovative response to an issue that faces many sportsmen and women — finding space to transport coolers, treestands, bow and gun cases and all the other essential products in an outdoorsman’s arsenal.

The Stack Rack includes a specially-designed hitch-mounted basket that accommodates up to a 70-quart cooler in the bottom compartment. With the addition of the vertical post, the Stack Rack provides another level of carrying capacity for hauling treestands and other bulky items. By simply removing a pin, the convenient hinge at the base allows the Stack Rack to tilt away from your vehicle, giving you access to the exterior of your SUV or pickup bed.

- Weighs just 34-lbs
- Basket (inside) Dimensions: 17" x 32"
- Folds down for tailgate/liftgate access
- Multi-level carrying platform for more items
- Unique upper holding “arms” carry a variety of items
- Fits class 3 or 4 hitch receiver
- Weight-rated to 300-lbs

THE TILT-N-GO 2

**TRANSPORT ASSISTANT**

**VKS-VTG01**

The Tilt-N-Go 2 is the new hitch-mounted tiltable hauler that transforms into a super-efficient wheeled-transporter of heavy objects. The Tilt-N-Go 2 adjusts to either side to make pulling your item onto the carrier easy, and if you can’t get your truck or ATV close to the item you’re hauling, the wheel 13.5” kit is easy to attach and makes loading fast and effortless.

We originally designed the Tilt-N-Go 2 for hauling game, but people are finding multiple uses for the product – hauling seed or fertilizer for home or farm – hauling coolers from the dock – bringing home gardening supplies to your house and then using the wheels to carry around the yard – there is no limit to the uses.

- Carrier tilts for easy loading and easy lifting
- Easy rolling all-terrain tires attach and detach with locking pin
- Hitch mount allows the carrier to attach to vehicle for transport
- 300-lb weight capacity
- Versatile carrier for any cargo
The SwiveLift is a hitch-based lifting system that has been built to eliminate the aches and pains of loading and unloading bulky objects. This product has been designed so that one person can safely load a heavy cooler, trophy buck, or any other item that would normally require an additional person.

The SwiveLift breaks down into three manageable pieces, the 36.5” x 21.25” lifting platform, vertical post, and the receiver assembly. With a setup time of under a minute, the loading or unloading process can be underway without sacrificing precious time at the end of a long hunt.

- Weighs 54-lbs
- Platform Dimensions: 36.5” x 21.25”
- Lifts heavy or bulky items up to 300-lbs
- Breaks down into 3 pieces that assemble in under one minute
- Use at home, farm, camping, hunting, fishing, construction, etc.

The L-E-Vator is the fastest and simplest solution to loading your deer onto an ATV, UTV, or pickup. This new product is lightweight, transportable, and sets up in one minute or less.

Simply unfold the feet and the lifting arms, push the support cables into their slots on the feet, lower the arms and push the deer on, then crank away. We designed the product for ease of use and tried to make it affordable – we know that you don’t need a strained back (or worse) from loading a deer we all used to dread it until now. The L-E-Vator features a durable powder coat finish that will last for years.

- Folds down flat for easy transport
- Durable powder coat finish
- 300-lb capacity
- Only weighs 20-lbs
- 40” lift height will work with most ATV’s, UTV’s, and pickups
- L-E-Vator will fit in most ATV treestand carriers

The new Viking Buck Up II features a new higher lift height (98”) and includes a super handy aluminum accessory table. The Buck Up II is designed so that you can process your deer easily and quickly. Now you have a place to put your knives, skinning tools like the Super Hide Puller, or even quarters on the large accessory table that is mountable at the height you desire.

The table is 21” x 14” and fastens with 2 bolts. The winch is 600-lb capacity with an anti-reverse lever. Machined pulleys for no-bind cranking. Powder coat finish will last for years.

- New Tripod with Aluminum Accessory Table included
- 300-lb capacity
- New 98” Lift Height allows you to hang the large game high enough to process
- Unique cast iron hub at top of tripod gives you room to operate
- Total weight of 51-lbs allows use anywhere; Also works great for cast iron pots over fires
- Slip fits together, one-time assembly of less than 15 minutes
**ROD RACKS**

**PERPENDICULAR ROD RACK**

VKS-VFR003

The Viking Perpendicular Rod Rack allows you to mount your rod holder in a variety of places. Our unique design lets you store your rods in a closet, or on a deck post — anywhere you need a rod holder.

- Unique design allows you to mount a rod holder perpendicular to your wall or deck post
- Can be mounted in “tight” spots – closets, etc.
- Holds up to 12 rods
- Powder coated for indoor/outdoor use
- Stands out from the wall 19”

Rods and reels not included!

**TRUCK BED/WALL-MOUNT ROD RACK**

VKS-VFR004

The Viking Solutions Truck Bed/Wall Mount Rod Rack gives you an easily transportable rod rack for carrying your rods in a truck bed, but also hangs on your wall with a supplied “z channel.”

- 2-in-1 Combination Truck Bed/Wall Mount Rod Rack Solution
- All aluminum/stainless construction for years of use
- Holds up to 10 rods
- Adjustable angle for wall or truck use - rods will stand nearly vertical on wall (see image)
- Locks down in truck bed with cinch strap (included) and 2-channel mounts to wall for hanging rack (included)
- Rod tubes are flared to prevent rod damage – brushed aluminum finish looks nice on the wall as well
- Weighs just 12-lbs
- 10 year warranty

Rods and reels not included.

**FLOOR/DECK MOUNT ROD RACK**

VKS-VFR001

The Viking Floor/Deck Rod Rack allows up to 22 rod and reel combos to be stored in your home or out on your fishing deck. It’s lightweight so you can move it with ease.

- Up to 22-rod storage rack that easily moves to another location if desired
- Powder-coated finish lasts for years; quality design and construction
- Easy one-time assembly (usually less than 15 minutes) stores rods with reels attached
- Adjustable to accommodate most rod sizes — no water collection design allows rods to be rinsed off in the rack
- Lightweight at 16-lbs
- 2 year warranty

Rods and reels not included!
DOOR ROD RACK
VKS-VFR007
This rack holds as many as 7 rods up to 5/8” diameter rod blank size at the handle. This very efficient and economical rod holder provides out-of-the-way storage and features a door-stop to keep your rods from being damaged in the event of a “hard” door opening. Powder coated in white gloss finish for durability and looks.

▪ Viking Door Rod Rack will hold up to 7 rods - lower portion of rod pushes against the door to help hold the rod in the hanger slot
▪ The spacing between the reel handle and the rod blank is adjustable to fit most freshwater rods
▪ Most space behind doors is unused and this is a great way to keep rods out of sight and stored
▪ Powder coated smooth finish - one time initial assembly usually takes less than 10 minutes
▪ Door Stop included - 29” distance from the bottom of the rack to 8’ ceiling

Rods and reels not included

WALL-MOUNT ROD RACK
VKS-VFR002
The Viking Wall-Mount Rod Rack mounts to the wall and holds up to 11 rod/reel combos with enough space provided between the rod holders to accommodate large rods. Powder-coated for maximum durability and backed by our customer support (true user) team. This rod holder is designed to be vertically (not ceiling) mounted.

▪ Holds 11 rods
▪ Powder-coated for long life
▪ Functional rugged design holds your rods where needed
▪ Two separate pieces allow you to place on your wall to suit your needs
▪ 31” total length

Rods and reels not included

DEER SPLITTER
STAINLESS STEEL SPLITTING TOOL
VKS-VDS001
The Deer Splitter Game Splitter Assistant from Viking Solutions is a new tool that makes splitting the chest cavity and pelvic bone a breeze! This stainless steel device delivers a 19X force that will split those two areas and keep your hands and knives outside the animal.

▪ Splits chest/sternum with ease
▪ Splits pelvic bone (on deer up to 200-lbs)
▪ Keeps knives from dulling
▪ Keeps hands outside the animal
▪ Stainless steel construction

SUPER HIDE PULLER
ONE HANDED SKINNING TOOL
VKS-VHP001
As simple as the task is, removing the hide from an animal for meat processing can be the most physically challenging part of the entire field-to-fork process. That’s no longer the case. The Super Hide Puller utilizes the tested and proven finger-puzzle principle of “the harder you pull, the tighter it grips” to make pulling the hide off most animals much simpler and faster.

▪ Unique design uses leverage to grip
▪ One handed operation – trigger opens jaws
▪ Cast Stainless for lifetime operation
▪ Keeps fingers away from skinning area
▪ Perfect for cold-hanging deer
▪ Easy to use and clean

FIELD DRESS ASSISTANT
VKS-VHT001
The High Tail is a lightweight, fold-up, V-shaped cradle that provides a handy "nest" for the rear-end of an animal. It also provides a means to secure both rear legs to avoid the hunter having to hold them out of the way.

▪ Field dress your deer by yourself in just minutes
▪ Keeps the rear off the ground
▪ Sets up in seconds
▪ Secure, easy one-person job
▪ Folds to fit into included canvas carry bag

Rods and reels not included